76            THEOSOPHY EXPLAINED
Q. What, now, is the physical elemental^ and what are
its functions and nature ?
Ans. The physical elemental—the body-consciousness
of the physical body—-is the life of the mineral, vege-
table and animal streams of life which make up the
physical body. That body is built up of cells, each of
which is a tiny separate life animated by the Second Out-
pouring, (mentioned in the Three Great Outpourings in
Chapter VIII) which comes forth from the Second Aspect
of the Deity. All cells combined together into the body
serve as vehicle of a loftier form of consciousness than any
which they know in their separated lives. This conscious-
ness, limited as it is, is sufficient for the purposes of the life
and functions of the physical body. It is this physical body-
consciousness—physical elemental—-which attracts the
attention of the individual when there is need for it, i.e.,
urges him to rest when the body is tired, or creates in
him the desire for food and drink when the body is in
need of those things. The body with its physical ele-
mental is also clever enough, through long ancestral habit
of heredity, to protect itself; when attacked by disease
germs, it marshals its army of phagocytes to kill them ;
when scratched or cut or wounded, it hurries the white
corpuscles to the spot to try to build together new cells ;
when the physical body is asleep and tenantless, with the
owner away in his astral body in the astral world, it pulls
up the bedclothes to cover itself against the cold, or turns
over to rest in a new position.
Many of these manifestations of the physical
elemental are natural enough, and need not be interfered
with by the consciousness of the tenant of the body ; but
sometimes such interference is necessary, as when there is
work of danger to be done, and the elemental, fearing for

